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Transportation and Logistics Industry

High Performance 
  2D Imager



ThE INDUSTRY’S MOST POWERfUL 2D IMAGER

Laser aiming system for fast and precise reader 
positioning during installation.

Ultra-powerful lighting using 96 LEds, providing 
superior performance on high speed packages and 
a large intrinsic DOF (depth-of-field) with a fixed 
focus lens.

Ethernet  is Gigabit. 
Data and images are transferred at an accelerated 
speed of 1,000 megabit/s 

Operator feedback is provided by a Green Spot projected on the scanned 
object to validate in real-time a successful reading result.  

Accessing the Optical Lens for adjustment 
is extremely easy, no need to separate the 
reader from the illuminator. 

hIGh RESOLUTION
5 megapixel CCD Image Sensor, capturing at the frame 

rate of 15 images/s with on- board image saving.



MATRIX 450™ - TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTIC INDUSTRY
SMALL GAP & hIGh ThROUGThPUT SORTATION 

packTrack, patent pending software algorithms, solve sorting applications 
for conveyors where carton, parcels, or packages are close to one another, 
i.e. the gap between cartons is small and the code position is random 
throughout the scanning area.

With packTrack, the matrix 450™ acquires images of an object during the 
entire transit through the reading zone, under conditions that are generally 
not managed by imagers. 

packTrack results in multiple acquisitions of the same bar code resulting in 
increased reading performance. 

packTrack increases the ease of installation and eliminates the need of fine tuning imager synchronization and integration
into the conveyor and control systems: 

1.Image acquisition is free running, no need for timing control.

2.Trigger (TR) position and transmission line (TX) position are configurable,  
 based on time or encoders.

3.multiple objects are managed simultaneously. 

4.packTrack works on any matrix arrayed configuration, for multiple heads  
 stations and multiple side reading.

Easy to use with no adjustments
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MATRIX DECODES IMPOSSIBLE TO READ CODES
Every no read has a cost for manual handling. The matrix 450 provides opertional cost savings by reading the most challenging codes.
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